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The Voice of the Church: Bells and bellringers
in the life of the Church of England

A new book from the Guild of Clerical Ringers

1-\ne of the peculiarities of ringing is that as

\.f ringers, in most cases, we share our space
with another group or organisation - usually a
share. We share physical space in our churches,
including a shared responsibility to maintain the
bells, rirying chamber and tower so that they are
fit for our purposes. We share ideological space
too, which shows up in debates about when and
why we ring. And we sbare the space tlat we
occupy in public perception too because when a
passer-by hears the bells and looks to the source
of the sound, they will most often see a church.

To share that space eflectively, we need to
foster good relationships between all those who
use it or have a stake in it. Most obviously, it
requires ringers and ehurch leaders to work well
together with a mutual understanding of how the
other side likes to think and work.

To help explore our understanding ofthis
shared space, and to encourage people to
form good local relationships. The Voice of
the Church: Bells and Bell Ringers in the
Life of the Church of England is available
now &om The Ringing World shop:
bb.ringingworld.co.uk/rw-shop.php

With practical advice and suggestions for
good working practice, the book looks at
some of the history and theology of ringing
and inhoduces ringing theory and society in
the context ofthe church.

The book might help ringers think about
the place ofringing in the church today,
and how we should relate to those who
have some oversight for the spaces we
occupy. It should also help church leaders
understand somethiug about ringing, what it is and why we do it,
especially those who otherwise bave little knowledge of it and what
it involves. The inside frout and back covers contain handy *Ten

Tips" for good engagement witl each other for church leaders and
bellringers respectively.

The book's four authors, Max Drinkwater" Anthony Ellis,
Jonathan Rose and David Grimwood" are all ringen who are also

Jonathan Rose, Max Drinkwater David Grimwood at the
Clerical Guild's recent Eastertide tour

Max Drinkwater, Anthony Ellis,
iorrathan Rose, David Grimwood
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ordained in the Church ofEngland
and are members of the Guild of
Clerical Ringerss. They, therefore,
have a vested interest in both sides
ofthe relationship and hope that the
book will be made accessible and
become popular with both ringers
and non-ringing church members
and leaders. The Guild recogni5e5
that it has a role to play in
facilitating good relations between
ringers and the church at all levels,
and this book is one resource to
help that. We will be providing
copies to clerical training
instihrtions and other colleagues in

ministry.
, This book could spark a conversation
. with a local vicar or churchwarden:
: 'Have you seen this new book about

ringing and the church?'Or even better,
'Here's a copy!'lt is available now,
ahead of Bell Sunday on 14th May (or
another Sunday nearby), when churches
are being encouraged to celebrate the
contribution that ringing and ringers
make to the life of the local church. The
book might offer some ways of following
up conversations and questions that begin
on Bell Sunday.

The Yoice ofthe Church is an
exploration of the distinctive context in
which we practise our unique art and
could be a valuable read for anyone
seeking to preserve and promote the
place of ringing in the life of our local
communities, today and in the years to
come.
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I m Available now - buy your
priest a copy for Bell Sunday!

shop.ringingworld.co.uk


